SHA-512 Based Wireless Authentication Scheme for Smart Grid Battery Management Systems
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Abstract- Modern cyber-physical systems depend on the battery backup systems for continuous service. Due to excessive wiring requirements, the traditional methods used for battery authentication cannot be applied to modern smart batteries, especially when they are composed of large number of cells. In this work, we proposed a wireless battery authentication scheme for use with the battery management system and the cells to prevent potential hardware attacks through the trojan cells. We designed a SHA-512 IP Core which operates at 157 MHz and occupies 974 CLB slices and one block RAM on a Xilinx Artix-7 FPGA device. We integrated the SHA-516 module with a synthesizable CPU to be able to create a real-world test scenario and finally, we verified the correct operation of an example authentication protocol through a wireless communication channel established with the use of two ESP8266 based Wi-Fi modules.
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1. Introduction

The dependency on inefficient manual processes for remote energy management have been evolving towards automated and smart cyber-physical systems that can be efficiently monitored and controlled. This paradigm shift has led to the development of new energy management systems that become the most crucial component of energy distribution in a large spectrum of applications from smart cities to electrical vehicles many of which depend on batteries as the power source [1]–[3]. As a result, the use of a battery management system (BMS) as an integrated cyber-physical module provides the distinct advantages of increased system reliability and availability, however this also raised security concerns [4]–[6]. Smart battery systems employed in electric vehicles or smart-grid backup systems are usually manufactured using numerous battery cells, which are connected to provide energy to the host system through the BMS [7]. The ignorance of hardware security in the design of such systems could easily lead to a catastrophe for the cyber physical system if a rogue battery cell as a hardware trojan is inserted into the battery pack in the factory manufacturing or in field maintenance [8]. This Trojan battery can deceive the BMS and its managing policies for energy by providing corrupted status for health. In addition, it can also act like a low resistance load and instead of providing energy, it can consume the available energy to overheat and cause a fire. These potential intrusive attacks can be mitigated if cryptographic techniques are used to authenticate the cells for genuineness before starting the system and during the operation of the battery pack.

In fact, there have been several products commercialized on the market which adapted the battery pack authentication scheme, especially for adapters used to power up portable computers and many other household goods [6], [9]. One of the popular algorithms is KEELOQ which is developed by Microchip Technology Inc. was broken as a result of its architectural weaknesses [10], [11]. Another one that is used in battery authentication is based on the eXtended Tiny Encryption Algorithm (XTEA) forked from publicly available Tiny Encryption Algorithm (TEA) [12]. Texas Instruments Inc., a well-known US semiconductor manufacturer, provides propriety commercial schemes for battery authentication and security [13]. However, these commercial solutions have been developed to authenticate
battery packs not individual cells and in typical scenarios the battery packs in many portable devices has limited number of cells. Unfortunately, these commercial solutions are not scalable by design, and cannot be used with the batteries consisted of large number of cells. Additionally, in many of the commercial solutions, there is a need for physical contacts with the batteries. When battery packs with large number of cells are considered for authentication using these methods, the need for physical connections to the cells render not only the design and manufacturing, but also the authentication infeasible. The additional wiring required for these physical contacts becomes the limiting factor for an economic and efficient smart battery implementation due to increased cost and hardware complexity. In our humble opinion, this problem can be addressed, and a scalable solution can be built if wireless communication techniques are utilized for the authentication of cells. This approach also makes the wireless health monitoring possible [14]. Each battery cell with a unique hardware identification code can be authenticated one by one to ensure the security while the monitoring capability would improve the safety of the battery. State-of-the-art low power wireless integrated circuit technologies, cryptographic accelerators, and synthesizable soft processors can be combined to design and fabricate special integrated circuits as a single chip solution.

In this study, we propose a wireless authentication method for use in batteries that are built using a large number of cells that are infeasible to get authenticated using traditional solutions that are based on physical wiring. We designed a working conceptual model in hardware using Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) and we have verified the correct operation of our design in both simulation and in practical application. The outline of our contributions can be listed as the following:

1- We have developed an authentication method based on the second-generation Secure Hash Algorithms (SHA-512) for remotely verifying the genuineness of the cells. The main distinctive property of our approach is the simplicity and the scalability when compared with the existing traditional approaches.

2- In order to validate the proposed concept, we have developed an IP core for SHA-512 first, then we integrated it with a softcore processor that is synthesizable on FPGA devices. Two FPGA development boards were wirelessly connected to each other using commercial Wi-Fi modules for the emulation of remote communications.

3- For evaluating our design, we have built a communication channel that involves a server that emulates the BMS and a client in the role of a battery cell to be authenticated by the BMS through the wireless communication channel established.

The details of the authentication scheme are explained in the second Section. We have provided the details on the design and customization of the FPGA IP core along with its integration with the softcore processor in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4, we presented the correct operation of our design in practice.

2. Authentication Scheme Based on SHA-512

SHA-512 is an algorithm listed under secure hash algorithms, which are directional one- way functions that are free of any collisions. Usually these algorithms are used for generating unique digested data for every corresponding input. Being a collision-free function enables a one-to-one uniqueness and an unparalleled output data representation for each input data, even if the difference between the inputs is a one bit, the resulting output will be different. This property makes the authentication projects possible in practice [15]. In addition, these functions also enable the secure networking applications that are based on data integrity and authentication [16]. After the invalidation of the first generation of Secure Hash Algorithm SHA-1 by successful attacks [17], The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has published the second-generation SHA-2 as a replacement. SHA-2 family of algorithms has been very popular in practice. Many information security applications such as TLS, SSL, SSH, PDP and IPSec have employed SHA-2 in their respective data processing steps. Although a more recent family of SHA has been added to the standards of NIST, known as the SHA-3 family [18]. The popularity of SHA-2 is still intact [19]. Moreover, SHA-3 is considered more complex in terms of hardware implementation, so we have decided to use SHA-512 of the second-generation family for its simplicity and ubiquity and larger size message digests.

Algorithmic flow of SHA-512 is quite simple and based on operations such as message padding, parsing and unidirectional hashing functions as presented in Fig. 1. The following three steps describe the pre-processing of SHA-512 briefly, while the computation of the hashed value is calculated by using the functions defined according to [19]:

Step 1: Message padding (Padded message should be consisted of a multiple of 1024-bits).

Step 2: Message parsing (The padded message is parsed into N x 1024-bit blocks).

Step 3: Initializing the first hash value (contains eight separate 64-bit words in hexadecimal representation).

![Fig. 1. The algorithmic flow of SHA-512 algorithm.](image-url)
According to the algorithmic flow of the SHA-512 shown in Fig. 1, the message to be processed is partitioned into M-blocks each consisting of 1024 bits first, then the initial hash value H0 is set before the start of any operation on the blocks. At the end, the hash value of the message is computed after the processing of the last block, and the final calculated data is transferred to the output.

3. FPGA Hardware Implementation of the SHA-512 Algorithm

Reconfigurability along with acceleration capabilities of FPGA devices provide the opportunity for testing and predicting the correct operation of concept digital circuits before their fabrication in the form of application specific integrated circuits [20]. Consequently, we realized the SHA-512 base authentication scheme on an FPGA development board that hosts a Xilinx Artix 7 family device (XC7A35T-ICPG236C).

3.1. Design of the SHA-512 Hardware IP Core

SHA-512 is principally based on shuffling the input with some predefined constants, then calculating the hash values via corresponding specific functions defined for each step, then after the acquisition of all inputs, the final hash values are used to calculate the output digest value of the SHA-512. Fig. 2 presents top-level block diagram of our SHA-512 module, which accepts 64-bits as input and computes the digest message output as 512-bit data.

Following the power on state, our design stays in idle after the bitstream file is loaded into the FPGA, and it stays in idle until the start command input is pulled high. Following that, the design starts to receive 64-bits of data words at its input on every rising edge of a clock operating at 78.5 MHz. After all the message is loaded in 64-bit blocks at a time, the stop command input is set to logic high after which the computation process starts operating at a clock frequency of 157 MHz. At the end of the calculation a digest ready flag signal is raised to logic high for a duration of eight 64-bit blocks to indicate the availability of the 512-bit final hash value at the output of the module. HDL Simulations of the proposed IP core design has been done to verify its functionality, and an example simulation outcome for our module is presented in Fig. 3. SHA-512 functional simulation results show that for the input data “abedabed” in hexadecimal format, the computed hash output is obtained as 7edbb31279f6bb8ac79812c2f77f5b234f817797c7cf98263d5 57eefc992f1e43e8b169e11e3aaceb4407d8a8390517cac5e64f5 79344e15f89be5c20e7cecc8, which is equal to the expected value. As observed from the simulation waveform, it took around 142 µs for the digest output to be computed after the process had started. Studies in the state of the art achieved better results from this perspective. Reference [21] presented a SHA-512 implementation, which the digest message output for it was computed after approximately 55 µs. Our primary design constraint was area optimization to yield a compact and low-power module, so we traded the space with time.

Vivado design environment software provided by Xilinx Inc. was used to simulate and implement our SHA-512 design which was modelled using Verilog HDL. Table 1 shows our results for SHA-512 implementation along with other implementations from the literature. We have observed that our design is far superior to other existing designs in terms of resource utilization and maximum achievable clock frequency of 157 MHz, at the cost of latency for generating the digest output. We have also implemented an optimized version of the SHA-512 module on another Xilinx Artix 7 device (XC7A100T-CSG324C) using Digilent Nexys4 FPGA development board. The utilization of resources from the FPGA device is way more effective as well as the maximum frequency of the clock used is 157 MHz as observed in the table. Moreover, we employed another version that is an optimized one for our IP core design on a Xilinx Artix 7 (XC7A100T-CSG324C) device, by using Nexys4 FPGA development board. We have achieved a maximum clock speed of 189.5 MHz at the cost of 1307 CLB slices as shown in Table 1.

Fig. 2. SHA-512 module and interface signals.

Fig. 3. SHA-512 simulation shows the correct operation of the designed IP Core.
Table 1. FPGA implementation results of SHA512 module with literature comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware Specification</th>
<th>Parameter Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Clock Frequency</td>
<td>157 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated Power Consumption</td>
<td>0.354 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of BRAMs</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of URAMs</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of CLB slices</td>
<td>2217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of LUTs</td>
<td>8866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of FFs</td>
<td>9122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of DSPs</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Testing and Performance Evaluation

We used the Xilinx software development kit (SDK) environment in order to run the test program written in C and verify the authentication process. Xilinx SDK can synthesize the required software libraries for the hardware configuration to ease the development of the application software. The wireless modules were pre-configured to set up a wireless communication channel using an IP protocol between them. One serial port handled uploading and debugging the software written in C, and the other one was used to handle the data transfer between FPGA and wireless modules. In Fig. 5, the process flow of authentication between battery cell and BMS is presented. We have used the output of the simulation presented in Fig. 3 in our hardware implementation as the unique ID, for validating the correct operation of SHA-512 in practical tests as shown in Fig. 6.

![Fig. 5. SHA-512 based authentication protocol implemented in software.](image)

In a real-world scenario, SHA-512 based wireless authentication protocol can be used to first identify the battery cells that will be remotely monitored, then the continuous health monitoring such as voltage, current, charge rate measurements can be accepted as genuine to protect the BMS against the intrusions using a trojan battery. When the authentication fails for a trojan or counterfeited battery cell, BMS can report it to the host system, and raise an alarm or disable the cell if it has some means of control. The correct operation of the authentication scheme was experimentally verified as shown by the terminal window in Fig. 7.

![Fig. 6. SHA-512 based battery cell authentication test setup.](image)

![Fig. 7. Terminal window showing an example of the authentication operation.](image)

5. Conclusion

In this study, we designed and implemented a SHA-512 based hardware module for use in a BMS-to-battery cell authentication scenario, which uses a wireless communication channel for creating a scalable solution. Proposed approach can be used for battery cell authentication to avoid counterfeited or hardware trojan battery cells. We designed and characterized a small footprint and fast SHA-512 IP core. Our design is better in terms of area and speed when compared to the state-of-the-art designs in the literature. The IP core occupies 974 CLB slices with the use of only one Block RAM on a Xilinx Artix-7 FPGA device, which can operate up to 157 MHz. We have integrated the designed IP core with a Microblaze synthesizable processor for the use in a wireless authentication scheme that we have proposed. We created a real-world test scenario using two ESP8266 Wi-Fi modules and two FPGA development boards that mimic the BMS and the battery cell. We have successfully verified the correct operation of the proposed wireless authentication scheme in this test setup.
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